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FRACTIONATION OF DISTA14CE IN SIMU'LV12D VACS
By Robert P. Markley, Bill R. Brown, and Malcolm D. Arnoult
SUMMARY
Sixteea Ss made halving and doubling; judgments of the distance of an
object over two ranges in a simulated outer space. The psychophysi.cal
functions obtained were consistent with previous fi.ndi.ng,s. The effects
of response procedure, relative effectiveness of distance cues, distance
ranbe differences, and S's accuracy in judgments were discussed.
INTRODU CTI ON
.Among; the perceptual tasks of man in space is that of visually judging
the distance between another object and himself. 'Distance judgments pose
a unique perceptual problem in that Most of the ordinary' distance cues
utilized in a terrestrial settinU are absent when nary is in outer spaced
Retinal size and relative bri; htness are the principal long distance cues
available to judge the distance of a single object.. Distance cues pro-'
vided by terrain, texture, and context are not present. Binocular dis-
parity and accommodation are thought to be ineffective at the longer
distance ranges encountered in space.
Previous studies have shown that Ss are relatively inept at verbally
reporting the distance of a target under conditions simulating outer space
(Arnoult, Browny Vincent, and Tees, 1968)0 When Ss Caere given no in-
formation other than target size (30 ft. long x 13 ft. in diameter),
verbal estimates of distance over the 200-5000 ft. range tended to have
a median error of about 55% with errors on individual trials running as
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hilt as W00%. Arnoul.t, gown, ;'intent, an(,* Tces (1V6 ) noi.ntekt o"Its t::at
verbal anchors (selected d istances which ware identif i,ed to ^ p :ri odically
durin the experimental sassion) and sequential stimulus presentation
combine to reduce the ;nedian error in jud;;Want to about le a
,=oult, 11rown, Vincent, and Tees (1966) rcport(:d that errors in
jud-inent may be due either to diEf iculti^ s in distance: nam int (verbal. use
of ruumarals as responses) or to an actual parcaptual di6tortion. Their
data ir:di.cated the need for studyinU Ss' estimations of distance using
non-verbal or relative response. procedures. In such a study, error duc.
to the Ss' inabilities to make absolute numerical jtidgments would be
eliminated. A judgment relative; to some standard is also probably more
consistent with tasks faced by observers in the real world.
Psychophysics offers several techniques for assessing apparent mc.
ni.tude using a relative response procedure. Ratio production (fractiona -
tion) is one of a class of so-called direct scal.ng'procedures developed
v	 by psychophysicists (Stevens, 1957). The S is required to indicate or
produce a stimulus that is in magnitude a specific fraction or m;iltiple
of a standard stimulris.
Although psychophysical scaling; represrrits an active research area,
there have been few attempts to Orovide a psychophysi,cal function re-
lating parceiveu and objective distance. Most studies have used
relatively short distances (under 200 ft.) and direct ratio scaling pro-
cedures. Generally, perceived and physical distance were found  to be
related by a power function whose exponent varied with the range of the
stimuluation (Kunnapas, 1960), the portion of the y sensory continuum
covered by the stimuli (Vincent, Brown, Markley, and Arnoult, 1968a),
t: '	 and, perhaps, the response procedure,
I	 i
t(unnApAS (1960) scaled distance over tree ob j:c;: ivc: ran
	 and found
t ►ia.t as the stimulus ran;;e increased the exponnt decroasad in an orderly
Cashion. Vairs of 1S in. squares were presented to each a, who sc^410.d di3-
tance by the method of ratio astir.--ation. The ran,,,as wore; 3.3 ft. to 19.7
ft,; 6.6 ft. to 59.0 ft; and 6.6 ft. to 66.9 ft. The exponents were 1.47,
1.22 0 and 1.16 respectively.
Vincent, Brown, Markley, And Arnov,lt (1 1 168a) reported ma6nitude esti.
mation scales from three objective ran -as using the NASA-TCdJ Space Vision
Simulator *
 Comparison with summated JND scales derived from data of
Vincent, Brown, Markley and Arnoult (1968b) indicated that the location of
the range (i.e., the number of JNDs available within the specified range)
was also an important determinant of the psychoph.ysical function.
The magnitude estimation exponents reported by Vincent, et. al. (1968a)
and exponents derived by those authors from bisection data of Gilinsky
(1951) and Gruber (1954) were equal to or less than 1.0 (0.48 for Vincent,
et. al.'s full range Group), whereas Kunnapas' (1960) three ratio esti-
mation exponents werz all greater than 1.0. This variation in exponents
emphasizes the importance of response procedure. Apparently, when waking
magnitude estimation and fractionation judgments, Ss progressively under-
estimate the distance of an object, whereas they tend to over-estimate
distance when making ratio estimation judgments.
More recently 1(unnapls (1968) varied the number of depth cues available
in a task requiring magnitudu estimation judgments of distances ranging
from 25 to 395 cm. Power function exponents were found to increase from,
.82 to .97 with the addition of various depth cues.
	
Retinal image size
was one of the most influential cues, being nearly as effective alone (ex.-
ponent = .90) as a full set of cues.	 Accuracy of judgment was also found
to vary directly with the number of available cues.
. 3
Tho prowent study .^urtlwr invahti aW-d th( a1):*lJ%Wy oil' So, to jutA,a
the distance of an object usin^^, only the visual N, in c avaUablu in O-pacak
and a relative: 	 procaoure. The affect of. the ran e. location%10
variable rcportrd by Vincants dt. al. (1968a) was also exat.An"d. The
fractionation method was chosen for this study Ibecausr., it is unique arson'y
direct scaltng procedm rikes in that data - ,ratad by this technique nra1^	 W
amenable to analysis both for a psychophysical function and for oaasures,
of judgmental error.U
2T I E 0 D
Observers--Ss were 16 and arz,raduate male students at T.C.U. who were
paid to participate in the research.	 All had 20/20 vision (or bettar)
as determined by an optometrist. Nine Ss had participated in previous
studies (Arnoulto Brown, Vincent, and Teas, 196b) 
of 
parceivea distance;
seven Ss had no previous experience with the Simulator.
Apparatus—Distance judgments were made in the NASA-TCTJ Space Vision
Simulator (Arnoult, Vincent, Brown, Markley, and Ywnsleiefh, 1968). The
opto-mechanical stimultor offers a high-fidelity, three-dimensional
presentation of a space vehicle (Apollo Command and Service modlilas) in
a star-free outer space environment. Appropriate retinal sizes, binocular
cues and relative bri ghtness changes over a simulated range from 150 ft.
to 20,000 ft. are generated by the devite.
Because of the, considerable distance through which some of the S-jPlu-0
lator's optical elements must move, it was neces,ary that the cams con-
trolling, the movement ofU the optical 'system be cut lo rt arithuiically so
that they could be accommodated within the simulator tube. Consequently,
at the time the present study was conducted, the apparent velocity of
the moving target varied as the logarithm of the apparent distance.
4
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0^^:i.n+uli»»Ten st .mc^lt.z cis :once. were r; 1c:t t c at 2c . n °it6-^ . ink°er-^
vials from caeb of two dl istanco. ranes; a ni= range (00 ft. tc) 5000 Apt.)
anti a far ran„e (5500 ft. to lU I000 ft.). The ran ,,,s wt:re; so-lactvd in
order to allow adequate distance for the 4'racti nn Aition and w,Ul,t°i,pl .cat  Ii.0n
process at the maxi.tttum and minimum di. tances prasented. Vour rando;r orders
were constructed for each set: of ten st:i.t.+ul i, and these were joi,nad into
a s inale list of forty stimuli for each of the two distance ran es a
Ori.ont:ation- ,-To acquaint Ss with stimulus distances  that: would be
USIP11l in this cxperitrent forty additional stationary target positions
were presented and S required to make varbal estixiiations of the distance
of the target. The stimuli consisted of ten target distances taken in
logarithmic increments from each of the , two ranges. These were randomized
and each stimulus was presented twice with no one stimulus appearing more
than once: in the same block of ten stimuli. All Ss were given the same
list of forty stimuli..
i µ	 procedure —Su were ,d ivided into four Sxoups with 'nAive” and "sophis-
ticated" Ss in each group. Each S was required to indicate his perception
of target distance by stopping the moving Apollo target at a point that
t
4•f	 seemed to be either half the distance (fractionation) or twice the dis-
tance (multiplication) of its original position., All Ss made judments of
apparent distance in four experimental conditions. The order of conditions
was different fqr each group of Ss. The design is summarized in Table 1.
Over the four sessions, the twos timulus ranges were presented in
AA BB (or BBAA) form, while the two ,instructional sets were presented in
ABAB f orm. Each S took part in only one session per day, a session.
consisting of judgments of a set of ,forty stimuli.
5
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ORDER OF ZXl'ET IMEN' AIA CU,*NWTT?O"Y$ VWt I,AMI S1.1BJ ACT ;;RvGp
Sess ion (Day)
Group	 1 2 3 4
A	 Si"tI FD Nil ND
H	 pax ND M VD
C	 FD F11 ND N11
D	 ND 'NH FU F11
F = Far nanl;e (5500-10,000 ft.) R = Fractionat ion O alvi.n^ d istance)
N = Near Range ( 500•-5000 ft.) D = Multiplication (Doubling distance) 
Prior to a halving session Ss received these, instructions: "You
will first see the target in a stationary position. The target will then
move toward you. Your task is to say "Stop" when the target has reached
'a point that seems to be half the d istance of its original position." In-
structions prior to a doubling session were essentially the same, differing
only in that S was told that the target would move away from him and that
he must stop the target at a point twice its original position. All Ss
received the same list ' of stimuli in each of the range conditions.
RESULTS
Geometric means were used to summarize half-distance or twice-distance
judgments to each stimulus. Table 2 contains geometric mean responses to
each condition.
Psychophysieal Analyses
Construction of a psychophysi.cal function from fractionation data in-
volved two operations: (a) obtaining; a response function relating hall
and twice distance judgments to distance; and (b) cotlstructing the
6
X
paychophysic:al function by int err,olativn„ si;ccessive ratios alk n,i t1w re-
sponse function (Torrurson ) 1958).
ttes ^Unse function ^--FiLures 1 through 4 show the 1•or,R(:tric roans o
....
Table 2 plotteO with the distance stimulus values in lo);arithtnic and
linear coordinates. Vil,ures 1 and 2 contain the near rani u condi.ti.cns.
V i6ures 3 and 4 show corresponain6 plots of the far ran;c data For the
ND condition the stimulus distance is shown along the, abscissa while the
distance jud; ed twice as tai: is ' on the ordinate. The halving data is
shown with the stimulus values on the ordinate^whila the distance jud"ed
one half as tar is on the absci=ssa. 11alvi.n km and doubl,in; functions for
a, stimulus range are shown on the same plot with a vs reversed as a check
on the internal validity of the scaling; procedure (Torgerson, 1958). Both
sets of jud, ments should lie on the same line. Vor the noar ran-c con-Ad
ditions the correspondence was ; ood, especially can the lo; -log plot.. The
tar range response functions were quite different.
The data were shown in both linear (ViSures 1 and 3) and log-log
(Fi&ures 2 and 4) coor6inates. With the exception of the VU results,
both transformations provided an adequate linear representation of the
S
data. Consequently the linear and power functions shown in Table 3 were
fit (least squares criterion) to the data of Table 2 and used to obtain
the psychophysical functions reported below. All fitted functions
accounted f or more than 957o of the variance of the dependent measure.
For these response functions, a power exponent close to 1.0 (in con-
junction with a good linear fit w ith slope / 1.0) is an indication that
the error of judgment was proport=ionately constant across the stimulus
range. exponents below 1.0 suggest that percent error of underestimation
increased across the stimulus trange,.
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Differences in performance dua to particular o ro:xp or session are obsorved
in Table 4. Poker functions ware obtained ralati.n, jud--,rd half or twice
distance to stimulus distance for each session (duty) of each condition.i.on.
The exponents of these functions are showq in Table 4 classified by condi-
tion, session, and subject group. Inspection of the Table indicated that:
(a) there was no consistent effect of sessions on either. „ roup or condi-
tion exponents even though the average exponent for session 1 was slightly
less than the avera;;e for the other sessions; (b) exponents for the rD
condition were less than those for the other conditions; and (c) group
avera6e exponents were nearly identical.
TABLE 3
RESPONSE FUNCTIONS RELATING JUDGED HALF AND TWICE D; STANCE
TO STIMULUS DISTANCE
•
Condition	 Function
N11
	
J = 112.98 + .4.066(D)
ND	 'J = 84.36 + 2.157(D)
M	 J = 318.93 + .3610(D)
FD	 J = 2789 + 1.387(D)
Nil	 lor J = -.10£39 + .933(log D)
ND	 log J = +.5238 + .946(log D)
F11	 log J = -.0177 + .903(log D)
FD	 lob J = +1.0640 + .789(1og D)
J is the predicted judgment
D is the stimulus distance
TA t",LB 4
POW211 3,lkPONLI` I..' s FOR IRS231?0alarr TPUNC IOINS
FOR EACIt S1 SION, CROVI-I j AND CO4DIT7 ON.
Functions fit to Geometric Mean of 16 or 64 Responses
Condition Session All
1 2	 3 4 Sessions
TD .720 .840	 .760 .82 .789
rtx 1860 .859	 .795 1.090 .908
N11 .920 .906	 .952 .932 .933
ND .860 1.002	 1.064 .850 .946
Overall Mean .887
Group Group Means
A 0860 .840	 .952 .850 .876
B .920 1.002	 .785 .820 .884
C .720 .859	 1.064 .932 .894
.860 .`906	 .760 1.090 .904
Session
Means	 .840 .902	 .893 .924
Overall Mean .890
Psychophysical Functions--A psychophysical function relates a sub-
jective magnitude to a physical magnitude. The functions so far re-
ported have related two sets of physical magnitudes and we have referred
to them, as response functions. Torgerson (1958) has described the
procedure for obtaining psychophysical functions from response functions
Psychophysical power functions were constructed for each of the eight
response functions of Table 3. Their exponents are shown in Table S.
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1)SY:1101'1XaZCAL P+]ER Fj'1; O 	 XT?O;tit^'T ?r:'p? ITi`r14^ ^;
DER 7, V4D FROM T118 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS Or TABLE 3
Condition	 Linear Response Function	 Power Response Function
VD	 1.136	 .897
F11	 .852	 .798
ND	 .866	 .854
N1	 .901	 .894
The psychophysi,cal functions are shown in ,Figures 5 (Na) and 6 (Frt).
(The plots were spread along the abscissa for clarity.) Only points
lying; within the distance range of the simulator were included.
The ,acceptability of Stevens' Power Law in psychopays ical theory
has rested primarily on the consistent empirical findin g that plots of
scale values (subjective magnitudes) vs. physical mangitudes tend to
fall on a straight line in log-log oc-ordinates when appropriate ratio
scaling procedures are used. The trends of the data points in Figt+res
5 and 6 are clearly curves although the poc ,7er functions do not do too
much violence to the data for most of the conditions. especially in
Figura 5. Note that all halving functions were concave to the abscissa
while the doubling functions were convex.
Error Analyses
Median per cent error was computed in the manner described by
Arnoult, Brown, Vincent, and Tees (1968) for each condition and stimulus.
Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 contain these results. The results from the
nine Ss with previous experience were shown separately and marked
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, sophisticated' whale the seven new Ss were labelled 'naive.' The tar-
get distance for each figure was either one-half or tw ce tha stimulus
i
distance. Figures 7 - 10 depict three finding s	 (a) There was no mal
change in med ian Per cent error as a function of target distance within
a range and condition; (b) There were no consistent.differences between
naive and sophisticated So; and (c) Median pur cent error varied between
10010 and 4076 . The median value for all Ss, for all distances, and all
conditions was 22%.
Median Per cent error as eased in the above analyses was an absolute
measure that ignored the direction of error. A frequ racy count of the
number of over- and under-estimations was made for each target distance
in each condition. Correlations were computed between the frequency
of over- and, under -estimation and target distance and are presented in
Table 6.
TABLE 6
RANK ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN TARG•31T DISTANCE
AND FREQUENCY OF OVER- AND UNDER-EST1^4ATION OF T11E TARGET DISTANCE
Condition	 Under a ^4t imat ions	 Over.-e st imat ions
FD	 +.736*	 -.61
F11	 +.43	 r-943
NH	 +.903*	 -.76*
ND	 ,,.77*
*significant at S level
The correlations shown in Table 6, taken together with Figures 7
through 1,0, indicated the the magnitude of error wa ys constant across
distance and conditions. However, there was a tendency for the errors
22
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that were made to chanSe front over-estimates to unde,7-estimates (with
the dxception of the F11 condition).
While the trend was for increasing errors of under-estimation,
there were differences in the nature of the changes in eacti condition.
In the ND condition the majority of the responses to Inch stit3ulus were
over imatesr. However, the size of the majority decreased t stn 7250
to 53;'b as distance increased. In the N11  condition, under-estimates
increased from 397o to 72% of the responses as the distance incren.aed.
In the x'11 condition, under -esti.mat,^ !, made up from 65 1 6 to 76„ o, the re.
sponses to each stimulus with no significant chance over distance. In
the FD condition, under -estimates increased from 63% to 83j"o of the re-
sponses to distance as distance increased. It must be noted, however,
that due to limitations of the simulator it was not pos sib le to over.
estimate the 20 # 000 ft. target distance of the FD condition.
1JxOl^^lTJ0 x^
The results of this study supported-previous findings that a power
function relating subjective distance to objective distance has an
exponent slightly less than 1.0. Visual performance under conditions
simulating; the visual aspects of outer space was very similar to visual
performance on tr, earth's surface. Since retinal image size is the
dominant'di.stanee cue retained in the Simulator, these results support
,
Kunnapa ' (1968) findings with regard to the importance of retinal
size in distance judgment.
A notable feature of the data was the differences between re-
sults from the FD condition and the other three tasks. There are
several possible .reasons for these differences: (a) The targ8t appeared
3phenomenally different at the distances employed in tare F!) condition;
it had lost most of its shape and object characteristics and appeared
as a pin point of Light. (b) As was noted earlier, it was not possible
to extend the target beyond 20,000 ft., which potentially restricted
S's choice of responses to the 10,U00 ft. stimulus. (d) Detection of
real movement at or near 20,000 ft. was extremely di g ficult; Ss often
thought that the target continued to recede after it had reached its
stopping; point at 20,000 ft. and may not have been able to discriminate
between real movement and autokinetic . movement (Royce, et:. ate.. r 1966)
when making f inal ad jostments at these ranges.
if the FD results are not interpreted as procedural artifacts,
then they suggest that somewhere past 10,000 ft. (for the Apollo target)
the configuration of distance cues available to Ss was changed or that
Ss altered their interpretation of these cues. One such change might
be a loss in usefulness of the binocular cues and retinal size cues,
reau-c4 ing reliance upon apparent bri ghtness alone. This possible
shift in processing; is perhaps reflected also in the results of Vincent,
Brown., Markley, and Arnoult (1968a) who reported data for full ranbe
(150 to 20,000 ft.) magnitude estimations that were dramatically concave
downward in log-log co-ordinates and needed a constant of 300 ft.
added to the distance variable to obtain a good fit for a power function
with an exponent of 0.48. (In the present study, no attempt was made
to fit mod if ied power functions by adding constants to either variable.)
Psychophysical functions £or apparent brightness of a point source have
been previously reported to have exponents of around .5 (Stevens, '-_961).
There were consistent differences between halving and doubling re-
sponse functions. Several of the psychophysieal functions appear to
W
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deviate consistently from the simple power functions forced uponn them
in these analyses. The differences in the far range data can ue
attributed to the problems with the FD condition. The other distortions
alight be an inuication that halving and doubling are not manifestations
of the' sauce Jud wental process. Ilowever, the- pattern of shifts iaetween
over- and under-estimations found in the error analyses suggest instead
that the ;source of the distortions is s :ioply a tendency for the S to
W
overshoot the distance that a1peared either one-half or thrice as far.
Perhaps if the target had been under the S's manual control and they had 	 y	 )j
been able to adjust it 'back and forth, same of the problems and judg^
mental errors reported here 'could have been avoided.
With regard to the near and fiat range locations and the psychophys-
ical function, there seemed to be'no effects except for those in the FD
condition. it is probable that, for whatever reason, the ran c-e beyond
10,000 to 12,000 ft. (using the . Apollo target) is not going; to produce
a function that is an extension of scales for apparent distance developed
over the nearer ranges.
The results concerning judgmental error suggested that for groupr.
data, per cent error is fairly constant across distance. Gibson and
Bergman (1955) have previously reported that for judgments of the dis-
tance of a target on a grassy field both percentage error ( 6 to 10%
on the average) and direction of error were independent of distance.
The present error analyses also indicated that Ss' median per cent error
• was perhaps .slightly , higher in fractionation  Than it was in the best
of the verbal estimation conditions reported Previously (Arnoult, Brown,
Vincent, and Tees, 1968). However, the variability of these data is
such that a statistical test would not reveal a difference.
2`5
Results from the several studies now complatcad in this In'ooratory
(Arnoult• , Browd, Vincent-, and 'lees, 1968; Vincent, t. al., 19684,
1968b) WQw indicate that even under the best uf: conditions a judgment
of a single distance will likely be in error by something between 10,00
and 30%. This amount of error was consistently found for di.tferent
range locations, stimuli within ranges, range sizes, and wethods of re-
sponse. There were indications that direction of error was dependent
upon distance although this may be confounded by the response task.
The results concerning; various methods of responding suggest that as
long; as Ss can make some sort of comparative or relative judgment
there is little difference in performance, between verbal and non-verbal
response modes.
Department of Psychology
Texas Christian University
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Sixteen Ss made halving and doubling judgments og
the distance of an object over two ran ,;es in a
simulated outer space. The psychophysical func-
tions obtained were cons;^',stent with previous
findings. The effects of response procedure,
relative effectiveness of distance cues, distance
range differences, and S's accuracy in judgments
were discussed.
